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Helmuth Nyborg

Statement by Helmuth Nyborg

A local Danish committee has requested, on questionable
grounds, that an already published paper on intelligence
and demography be withdrawn from the international
literature. If you worry about this censorship, please read
on. If not, please skip, and have a nice day.

Introduction

As some of you may know, I wrote a paper: The Decay of
Western Civilization: Double Relaxed Darwinian
Selection published online 2 April 2011, and printed in
2012 in Personality and Individual Differences, vol.
53, issue 2, 118-125).

Three Danish academics found that this publication is
devastating for the trustworthiness of Danish Research.
They further found that “Steps have to be taken to stop
researchers, who assist political organizations in ‘white-
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washing their propaganda material’, in such a way that it
becomes part of peer-reviewed’ international research and
is used in the public debate as authorized knowledge”.

They accordingly filed a case against me on 12 September
2011 at the The Danish Committees for Scientific
Dishonesty (DCSD), established under The Ministry for
Research, Innovation, and Higher Education in Denmark.
On 28 October 2013 DCSD found me guilty of scientific
misconduct, and requested that the Decay paper be
withdrawn from the international scientific literature–with
no options for appeal.

As you will see below, the verdict is based on flawed
premises (The Case), and the governmental committee
was exploited as a useful tool in a long-standing systematic,
goal-directed, politically motivated, left-oriented attempt to
censure psychometric and differential psychology (The
Background) by the three academics.

Could I ask you to take a moment and read The
Case and The Background. I believe this will enable you
to decide whether the Decay paper is an example of white-
washing of “extreme right-wing propaganda” to be
withdrawn from scientific literature, or rather that we here
can identify a politically motivated, and governmentally
supported, attempt to censure “controversial” science,
which presents a threat to free science, and calls for
counteraction.

In the latter case, you may wish to write a note with your
qualified considerations (with your name, position, and
affiliation at the top) to the minister responsible for the
proceedings of DCSD, with a copy to the addresses given
below (Your considerations may take point of departure in
one or more of the questions lined up
under Perspectives).

Morten Østergaard, Minister for Research,
Innovation, and Higher Educations (min@fivu.dk).

mailto:min@fivu.dk
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Morten Østergaard

With copies or other notes to:

The Danish Committees on Scientific Dishonesty
(uvvu@fi.dk; a description in English of DCSD can be
found here.
Rector, Aarhus University (au@au.dk), where
Mammen and Kjeldgaard are, and to
Rector, Aalborg University (aau@aau.dk) (where the
third plaintiff–Jens Kvorning–works).

I would appreciate receiving a copy as well
(helmuthnyborg@hotmail.com).

Please feel free to forward this invitation to anybody you
think might also worry about censure of international
science.

If you need further information, please feel free to contact
me.
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Sincerely yours,

Helmuth Nyborg

Prof. emer., dr. Phil.

helmuthnyborg@hotmail.com; Mobile +45 24241655

The Case

Two psychologists, professor emer., dr. phil. Jens Mammen
from Aarhus University, Denmark, and assistant professor
Jens Kvorning at Aalborg University, and molecular
biologist, lic. Scient., Morten Kjeldgaard at Aarhus
University, filed on 12. September 2011 a case for scientific
misconduct against Helmuth Nyborg (HN) to the
official Danish Committees on Scientific
Dishonesty (DCSD) under the Ministry for Research,
Innovation, and Higher Education, in Denmark.

The complaint relates to the publication of HN’s paper The
Decay of Western Civilization: Double Relaxed Darwinian
Selection, first published online on 2. April 2011, and then
printed in 2012 in Personality and Individual Differences,
vol. 53,issue 2, 118-125.

The accusations1

The plaintiffs filed a very long list of accusations, which
vary far and wide in scope and nature: Improper use of
academic titles; extensive plagiarizing; misleading and
manipulative application of data; misleading reference; HN
did not properly describe the unusual and misleading
statistical methods; data and methods lack transparency;
another person has written substantial parts of the paper,
but this is deliberately not being acknowledged; we see a
case of illegal “Ghost Authorship”; there exists a “hidden”
contract between the HN and an economist (JEV), who is
secretly hired as consultant to supply commercially
available demographic data for money; the hidden deal is
that his name should be kept secret; the paper exemplifies
uninformed taking over of other peoples’ ideas, methods,

mailto:helmuthnyborg@hotmail.com
tel:%2B45%2024241655
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and arguments; there are hidden preconditions for use of
the method applied; HN presents misleading interpretation
of his own results and conclusions; HN deliberately omits
data from other sources that would weaken the
conclusions; HN deliberately ignores the fact that birth
rates are declining in practically the whole world; HN
deliberately ignores relevant and contradictory data
from Danmarks Statistik Bank; HN misapplies “all the
talk” about genetics and Darwinian selection as purely
ornamental [staffage]; HN intends to provide his paper
with an undeserved biological/genetic authority; HN
misinforms his readers by pretending support from natural
science; HN took advantage of personal relationships with
the international journal that printed his paper, in order to
publish plagiarized and misleading research in a special
issue in the journal, for which he was the editor; the Decay
article is an example of downright promotion of right
extremist propaganda; the Decay article serves the secret
purposes of a right-extremist organization (Den Danske
Forening); the Decay article weakens the international
trustworthiness of national Danish research, because it is
secretly subjected to external, strongly politically
motivated, interests.

1Please note that all translations here and later from
Danish are mine.

The verdict

After more than two years of proceedings, the DCSD came
on 28. October 2013 to a conclusion: Out of the long list of
accusations, two had substance:

1.      HN has presented a misleading reference to a data
source. This is scientific misconduct and compares to
uninformed construction of data or substitution with fictive
data.

2.      The majority (4) finds HN guilty in wrongfully
assuming the role of sole author. The minority (2) finds
that HN had not indicated wrongful authorship.
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DCSD accordingly requested that the Decay paper shall be
retracted from the international literature in accordance
with Paragraph 15, stk. 1, no. 2.

DCSD stressed that there is no option for appeal.

Reply

I will in this brief reply argue that the verdict is based on
substandard premises, which do not justify retraction of
the paper. Because the verdict cannot be appealed, I will
appeal for your support, based on the following arguments.

Ad.1. Misleading reference

Based on an evaluation by an external expert (Lisbeth B.
Knudsen; LBK, Aalborg University, DK), the committee
concluded that the reference to UN birth data was
misleading, because it was used to support data, which are
not found there.

This is incorrect. The reference leads correctly to the data
used for analysis.

However, I made an error of omission, when I failed in the
methodology section to describe a proportional parameter
transformation. This transformation was needed, because
the UN Fertility Rates at the correctly referenced data
source could be used as input in the mathematical
projection model only if transformed to Crude Birth Rates.
A few words serve to illustrate the function of this
straightforward data parameter transformation and why it
has no consequences whatsoever for the conclusion.

When two countries have similar Total Fertility Rates (the
UN measure presented at the correctly referred data
source), and close to or similar age distribution, then there
will be born close to or a similar number of children per
1.000 per year (Crude Birth Rates) in the two countries.
Contrary-wise, if two countries have very different Total
Fertility Rates, and comparable age distributions, then the
number of children born per 1.000 per year will be very
different in the two populations.
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The transformation of one measure into the other by
proportionality calculation has nothing to do with
construction of data, neither with substitution with fictive
data. An estimation of data, based on variables and
parameters, differs fundamentally from producing fictive
data.

The obvious character of this operation is the most likely
reason why several anonymous international review
specialists did not ask HN to add the description of it to
the methodology section, well knowing that the paper was
under heavy space restrictions (max. 5.000 words total).
They also knew that the parameter transformation makes
no difference whatsoever to the conclusion of the study.

Fig. 1 from Prof. Nyborg’s paper. Immigrants have higher birth rates than Danes.

http://www.dailystormer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Birth-Rates.jpg
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However, as soon as this omission was seen as problematic,
HN submitted an Addendum to the publisher, explaining
the proportional data transformation (with a copy to
DCSD). Issuing such Addenda is the normal scientific
procedure for correcting omissions, even if the omission
changes nothing of substance. It is considered good
scientific practice, rather than serious breach of same.

The external expert (LBK), who advised DCSD, also stated
that she had not previously in the literature encountered a
mathematical [population] projection model with IQ. This
observation is of particular relevance in connection with
accusations for “unusual”, “uninformed”, or “misleading”
application of methods. However, the expert opinion
cannot be considered part of a critique, but rather a
statement of a fact: The systematic population development
– IQ coupling is, to the best of my knowledge, a new,
creative, and highly useful construction, not to be found
elsewhere in the demographic literature.

Finally, LBK apparently did not realize that the committee
only asked her to comment on the formula for population
development without IQ–the one which was correctly
presented in the Decay article in the form of a simple
mathematical population projection model. The fact that
IQ was later coupled to the outcome of this population
model in the form of a simple multiplication and
a weighted average is neither a matter for judgment in the
present court case, nor for the external expert on
demographics to comment on, and it is certainly not
relevant for the question of scientific misconduct.
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Ad.2.
Flawed accusations about hidden authorship

The DCSD committee was divided with respect to the
accusation that HN had deliberately disguised the existence
of an important co-author (JEV), had secretly used him as
a so-called Ghost-writer, or simply had wrongfully claimed
sole authorship.

The majority (4) found him guilty of intentionally and
wrongfully claiming sole authorship, and further stated,
that “The majority finds that even if he [the accused] refers
to the Vancouver Rules [in his reply], this does not change
this evaluation, because the Vancouver Rules were not
followed.”

This decision is as easy to counter at their first. The paid
economist (JEV) did not write one word in the paper, but
he did suggest changes to, and proof-read, and corrected
the short methodology section with respect to proper use of
the population projection model.

He further acted as a consultant on how the data were
optimally and correctly treated in the population model
(which, by the way, differs in application from his own
model). The model was needed to circumvent deficits in
the officially available data on births for the present

http://www.dailystormer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/iqworld.jpg
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purpose. I needed numbers for birth by country of origin,
so the officially given numbers by legally ascribed
citizenship were of little use. Moreover, the number of
immigrants and their children of foreign origin at any time
status point was also absent. These problems with the
official data are described in the Decay paper.

I wanted to appreciate JEV’s contribution to the analysis,
so I wrote twice (documentable) to him, and invited him to
co-author the paper. By so doing I unknowingly deviated
from the qualifications of the Vancouver Protocol for
authorship. This protocol states that in order to be credited
as an author, each and every author on a publication needs
to have been involved in the:

1.      Conception and design, or analysis and interpretation
of data

AND

2.      Drafting the article or revising it critically for
important intellectual content

AND

3.      Final approval of the version to be published.

I informed DCSD that JEV did qualify only on the first of
these points – analysis and interpretation of data.
However, DCSD did not consider it relevant that JEV twice
declined my invitation for co-authorship, and that he had
not written one word in the paper. To the contrary, the
majority finds that HN’s “… reference to the Vancouver
Rules does not change [their] evaluation, because the
Vancouver Rules were not followed”.

In other words, if a paid data consultant declines an
invitation to appear as co-author, the DCSD decision leaves
a scientist with three choices: 1. To physically force him to
put his name on the paper (as co-author or in an
acknowledgement), which I believe is against the law, 2. To
not publish it, which I believe is against the interests of
science, or 3. To respect his decision to leave out his name,
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publish the paper, and risk being accused of scientific
misconduct.

DCSD decided that I had deliberately left out JEV’s name
and wrongfully brought myself in the role as sole author of
the paper.

Perspectives

The case raises questions.

In general, is it in the best interest of science, that:

A group of self-admitted politically motivated
academics can be allowed to shortcut the ordinary
scientific process in the way described?
The submission of an addendum to supply missing
methodological information equals gross scientific
misconduct?
A Danish governmental committee issues requests for
withdrawing published international peer-reviewed
research?
An acting Dean and groups of academics can get away
with making false accusations against a large segment
of academia, respected professional journals,
international conferences, societies and associations,
named colleagues, and sympathetic journalists (see
next section)–accusations of political right-wing
extremist sympathies that the targets of these
accusations actually despise–and without even
notifying these individuals and groups of their
accusations?
A national committee takes consequential actions on
basis of neglecting important information about how
the correctly referred data was used and about co-
authorship?
A national committee disregards the criteria of the
Vancouver Rules?

More specifically, the case also raises questions, which are
partly related to DCSD, partly to the practice at other
universities:
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Some prominent Danish law commentators find that
DCSD creates new standards for proper scientific
conduct, and then raise them to such a high level,
that they become counterproductive to science. Do
you agree that the standards were raised too high in
the present case?
Would similar circumstances elicit similarly serious
personal consequences at your university?
Would a missing description of a proportional
parameter transformation – corrected later by
submission of an Addendum – equal scientific
misconduct at your university?
Is it acceptable, and legally defensible, when a
committee demands a paid data consultant to sign a
paper against his will – in particular when the
consultant himself argues that he neither conceived
the paper, nor drafted it, nor approved the final
version of it?
Is it acceptable in this situation to leave you with the
decision to either sacrifice the project or risk being
accused of scientific misconduct?
Has your university issued unequivocal directions for
under which circumstances a paid data consultant or
other assistants are required to appear as co-authors,
or is this rather a question of internal and informal
agreement among interested parties?
Do you find that a university has an obligation to
protect its scientists against politically motivated
attacks, in particular when they do politically
“incorrect” research, instead of exposing them?
Do you find that a university Dean, a Director, and an
ordinary faculty member should be disciplined, when
they lie in order to harm or block a particular
research project or smear a “politically incorrect”
scientist or groups of scientists, in the eyes of the
public?
What are your thoughts about rectors who gloss over
such events?
What do you think of rectors, who state that “My
primary duty is to care for the good reputation of the
university, but I will also go far to defend freedom of
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research as expression”?
Do you agree with Steven Pinker, who on 9.
December 2009 wrote to then Rector Laurits B.
Holm-Nielsen at Aarhus University, that “If he
[Nyborg] is incorrect, that will be established by a
community of scholars who examine his evidence and
arguments and criticize them in open forums of
debate, not by the exercise of force to prevent him
from pursuing his research. These are the tactics of a
police state, and bring shame on any institution that
uses them”?

Before these questions are answered to my satisfaction, I
shall neither accept DCSD’s basic premises for the verdict,
nor the accusation for having committed scientific
misconduct in two cases, nor the request to withdraw the
Decay paper.

However, as my local defense line has been run down, I am
interested in learning about your response to one or more
of the above mentioned questions, and in you making it
known.

The background

Science is self-correcting. When a paper on an important
matter is published with invalid methods or questionable
conclusions, other researcher will soon correct this, and
science moves on.

The three plaintiffs use the opposite strategy. They never
publish their critique in the relevant international
specialist-forum, where the Decay article is printed. Instead
they submit a veritable broad-side of very different
accusations to local and national newspapers and
committees, hoping that at least some of them sticks. In
this way they can be sure to shun critical responses from
specialists in the areas, and instead correspond with the
occasional invited external reviewer who does not always
address the relevant questions. This strategy is not
intended to promote science, but rather to obstruct
scientists working in psychometrics, differential
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psychology, behavior genetics, or with evolutionary theory,
which they dislike and see as right-wing extremism.

The plaintiffs are even admirably candid about their
strategy. In fact, they politically motivated their critique of
the Decay paper when they wrote to DCSD, to the Trade
Union Periodical (Forskerforum), and when addressing the
public press. As previously mentioned, they find that its
publication is devastating for the trustworthiness of Danish
Research, so  “Steps have to be taken to stop researchers,
who assist political organizations in ‘white-washing their
propaganda material’, in such a way that it becomes part of
‘peer-reviewed’ international research and is used in the
public debate as authorized knowledge”. In this they line up
with the actions of American similarly left-wing oriented
groups of academics who describe themselves as fire
brigades, who feel obliged to put out all scientific right-
wing inspired fires they find morally or politically offensive
(conf.  for references) . These groups have long attacked
well-known American scientists, and done much damage to
American intelligence research over the years

The plaintiffs’ current actions also have a long past in
Denmark. When HN in 1997 chaired the Biannual Meeting
of The International Society for the Study of Individual
Difference (ISSID), where most of the international elite-
researchers on intelligence and personality were invited to
Aarhus, one of the plaintiffs–Morten Kjeldgaard–publicly
afterward compared the scientific events taking place at
this open scientific meeting to what happened during the
worst periods of Hitler’s and Stalin’s periods
(www.eugenik.dk). He also questioned the funding of this
political “pseudo-science.” Kjeldgaard has ever since closely
monitored all HN’s activities, private as well as
professional, and published his observations at his home
page or in the public press. He associates offensive
personal descriptions to photographs of named members of
ISSID and The international Society for Intelligence
Research (ISIR). He often refers to, misinterprets, or
condemns lectures that HN either presents or attends. He
routinely scorns those few who dare describe HN’s research
objectively.

http://www.eugenik.dk/
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Aarhus University

The second plaintiff, professor emer., dr. phil. Jens
Mammen, recommends HN’s former colleagues and
anybody else to follow Kjeldgaard’s continuously updated
homepage. He also deliberately misrepresents HN’s
previous project on sex differences
(see http://www.helmuthnyborg.dk/ and Answers to
questions raised by concerned colleagues below).

The plaintiffs never respected the request of DCSD–to keep
proceedings secret until the final verdict–and they even
leaked HN’s “confidential” responses to the Trade Union
Membership periodical (Forskerforum) and to the daily
press. The left-oriented periodical systematically
misconstrued the case and raised a biased public debate,
but denied HN proper response. When HN protested, the
various academic Trade Unions behind the periodical
(Magisterforeningen, DJØF, and others) simply referred to
editorial freedom, and did nothing to prevent the clearly
biased attack on one of their own members.

http://www.dailystormer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/AarhusUniversity.jpg
http://www.helmuthnyborg.dk/
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Such a strategy is guaranteed to succeed. Few research
projects are entirely flawless and finding just one error –
intended or not – suffices to claim evil intentions, given
proper malice. This is why the Decay article at the same
time enjoys a good reception (it is fairly well cited) in
critical international circles, but is being considered a
prime example of extreme propaganda and scientific
misconduct in Denmark, eagerly saluted by a sympathetic
press.

DCSD’s procedure in the Decay-case is cause for worry for
scientists both in Denmark and abroad. Biased colleagues
can now exploit official committees by turning them into
a People’s Court against basically defenseless scientists of
all colors. All it takes is to fabricate a series of accusations,
then leak confidential hearings to a sympathetic press, and
finally to prevent the accused from a proper response. The
plaintiffs were, in fact, able to correctly predict with
confidence the outcome of current process, months before
the actual verdict was available.

The verdict gives food for thought for young scientists.
They have from now on to make absolutely certain, that
not even the slightest error or misunderstanding or
omission occurs in their manuscript or reference list. Just
one silly error or omission may ruin their career forever.
This obviously is not productive for creative science. As a
reviewer and editor for a life-time, I routinely came across
multiple minor, and sometimes also major errors, even in
papers from the best in the field. Ordinarily, none of these
faults are ill-willed, but even if they were, all the important
ones will be eagerly corrected by competent critiques in the
relevant open scientific fora – also those which went under
the radar of the reviewers. The less important errors will
mercifully die out in the fullness of time.

There is accordingly no need for institutions like DCSD,
which are bound by narrow legal rules and only partly
enlightened by specialized scientific insight. The Decay case
is a first-class illustration that determined colleagues can
misuse DCSD to serve their personal and political
purposes, in order to impede politically incorrect science
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like intelligence research. They turned the committee into a
useful misconstruction, which ought to be closed down as
soon as possible.

In conclusion, the Decay case illustrates a full-scale attempt
to try and close down research in important areas of
science – demography, psychometrics, differential
psychology, behavior genetics, and evolutionary theory.

I urge all objectively oriented academics to react strongly
against such attempts to censure papers in these areas. I
urge you to take active countermeasures. As they say: Bad
things happen when good men remain silent.

Share !
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Swedism in Denmark: Most Ever
Freeloading Immigrants Coming In to
Live for Free While Most Ever Danish
Girls Forced to Do Porn to Survive

December 23, 2013

Pirate Bay Co-founder in Solitary
Confinement

December 23, 2013

22 comments

1. 
REICHENBERG
November 17, 2013 at 9:48 pm

We have to keep our precious racial heritage, and
_enhance_ it if possible.

I’m thinking genetic engineering.

Geneticly modified IQ-s with 145-160 of today’s
levels.

We simply dont need dumb people. Dumb people are
only good at manual labor…if they are whites. With
niggers and jews and jippos, the situation is even
worse.
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We need intelligent white people, with enhanced IQ
and/or creativity.

Highly creative people, for example, are int the top
few percent of today’s society.
Imagine, if 20% of society would be like this. Or 30%

I often use to say: I dont know exactly the purpose (in
a philosophical/teleological sense) of the Aryan race.
(Of course I know it in broad strokes but that is
beside the point.)

Our purpose and goal should be: create more and
more higly creative geniuses and assign the task to
THEM to elaborate on the purpose of the Aryan race!

We are intellectually, creatively more or less ordinary
people. Lets create hundred of thousands of
_Übermensch_, that would take us from here!

I think genetic engineering holds the key to the
betterment of our people.

Reply

2. 
MC
November 17, 2013 at 1:13 pm

I highly doubt that this blatant censorship can go on
much longer.

Reply

Krsnik
November 17, 2013 at 6:06 pm

Even if Europeans are too afraid of the PC
police, the Chinese will probably be publishing
research into genetic basis for intelligence and
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personality without hesitation.

Reply

3. 
MrA
November 17, 2013 at 7:36 am

Great article and find.

Reply

4. 
Joseph
November 17, 2013 at 6:09 am

On thing I’ve noticed in that map also is that in the
Balkans IQ is allot lower than that of Western europe,
Wow…I wonder why that is,

Reply

5. 
JonesHenry
November 17, 2013 at 5:34 am

I live in Finland. I do not own a Talmudvision myself,
but watch one when im at work.

What i will say is, that Danskebank commercials are
VERY pro racemixing! Infact that is stuff so scary it
would cause a lot of Anglos(American, British,
Australians)to clinch in discomfort!

Denmar is lost! But this does not come as a suprise.
The REAL FIGHT will be fought in In Finland and
other parts of Eastern Europe. They had resently a
Somali who raped a 10-year old white girl, but who
could not be deported do to…because hes a member
of the superior race or what ever.
Anyway…uh! Denmark, here are your new overlords!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oWotBxzUoc

Have a nice freaking multicultural day!

Reply

John Smith
November 17, 2013 at 5:44 am

The Danes deserve their death. Look, they
betrayed Hitler and sent their Jews to Sweden
largely causing the problems Sweden has now.
The thing is this, if you look at Sweden
Denmark, etc in the 1940s they were doing child
rape and beastiality porn, Sweden gave the
world the first sex change operation. Norway
and Finland have resisted largely because of
latent conservatism. I think right now, if an
EMP hit Germany and knocked out Merkels
government, you would see a pustche. Germans
secretly admire HITLER, they know he was
right they’re afraid to admit it. In High School
in the USA we had a German Exchange Student
and this was in 1992 right after the wall fell and
he was a liberal but I did the Nazi salute to him
screwing around and he freaked out and then
finally he did it back. Im not a Neo Nazi BTW
but it proved my point. If it was up to me, I
would round up all the WHITE WOMEN in
SWEDEN DENMARK AND NORWAY and take
them to GERMANY, give each German his pick
of TEN WIVES, and in 18 years, the REICH
would be back and look out Europe.
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Falla
November 17, 2013 at 5:54 am
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Lol, John 

You have alot of good things to say, but
sometimes you take it too far.

Respect and regards and love!

Reply

JonesHenry
November 17, 2013 at 6:10 am

This is not related to the topic, but what i
do seriously believe is, that without the
Jewish *nukes* Germans would have
taken there country back and kicked ZOG
US + USSR troops out! Thats why they
had to keep on repeating the story that
ZOG had the *yber bomb* that could
destroy the German people, if they ever
rose up against ZOG occupied forces!

http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.htm

I mean just LOOK at this picture! If you
truly LOOK at it you will see that it is
FAKE! Very cheap fake photography!

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-
sHxpaNk0wfk/TapgjEC0KnI/AAAAAAAAAAs/BrUhXSecwvo/s1600/Nuclear-
Bomb.jpg

Thats why they killed Patton, because he
was getting in on the ZOG hoax bomb
deal.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/3869117/General-
George-S.-Patton-was-assassinated-to-
silence-his-criticism-of-allied-war-leaders-
claims-new-book.html
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Anyway…not really related to this topic in
anyway. ZOG ALLOWED the Berlin wall
to fall, so they could replace the USSR
with even a BIGGER Jewish run world
government…the EU! The Maastricht
treaty was signed in 1992, the same year
the Soviet Union officially collapsed, to
form a Jewish run European
SUPERSTATE! With Jews running so
called *border controll* + issuing of
currency and credit!

Reply

O*R*I*O*N
November 17, 2013 at 10:59 am

Danes volunteered en masse for the
Waffen-SS. Check your History, fool.

Reply

Andrew Anglin
November 17, 2013 at 2:09 pm

This is true. So did Norwegians.

Reply

John Smith
November 18, 2013 at 10:27 pm

ORION i was speaking from the
premise of the Danish Government
and the liberals there who flushed
their nation down the toilet. If we
could **** every last white liberal in
our nations, the Jude would have no
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one to collaborate with,. I believe
that

Reply

O*R*I*O*N
November 17, 2013 at 10:57 am

By your comment I conclude that you are either
1) a troll looking to sow discord and spread
defeatist memes or 2) an unprincipled asshole
with no real sense of racial solidarity.

So you believe the whole of Scandinavia is “lost”
already, huh? Such a viewpoint deserves only
ridicule and contempt. You make blatant
defeatist statements on behalf of whole nations
and expect to be taken serious? –Grow up, fool.

Real Aryan loyalists don’t need to inflate our
egos by ridiculous and gratuitous provocations
from behind keyboards.

Join the effort to awaken our kinfolk globally or
get out of the way. The struggle is too important
to have irresponsible children such as yourself
dragging us down.

I stiil assume you’re most likely a troll. If so, no
worries; my message can still be read by othersl.
Some of us see through your divisive schemes,
pal.

Reply

Andrew Anglin
November 17, 2013 at 2:12 pm

Danes are no where near as far gone as
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Swedes, in my personal perception.
Probably because they don’t have the same
degree of ‘we must always be as nice as
possible to everyone no matter what’
thinking as the Swedes. Though they are
still generally very friendly and, in my
opinion, overly trusting. I knew a Danish
guy who got ripped off for nearly a million
dollars by a Chinaman simply because he
couldn’t fathom the concept that a person
could pretend to be nice and secretly be
planning to rip him off. And this was a
pretty hardcore guy, a former skinhead
with skull tats. He was just too nice of a
person to be dealing with nonwhites.

Reply

Falla
November 17, 2013 at 3:05 pm

He is right about one thing though.
Finland have the least immigrants in
Scandinavia.

Perhaps he is just panicking, an
easily justifiable sentiment
considering he is neighbor with us
Swedes.

Reply

6. 
Falla
November 17, 2013 at 4:53 am

It is “dangerous” because it give credit to the world
view of Hitler. Little do they know in their
blindfolded altruism they deny their people the
opportunity to meet the crucified Messiah to save our
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race from total extinction.

Anything associated with third reich is satanic and
everything that is associated with judeo-culture is
divine to these people.

In the absence of truth, bullshit prevails.

Reply

7. 
John Smith
November 17, 2013 at 4:49 am

@ I do not put much stock in overall IQ because there
are different types of IQ. There is of course emotional
IQ there is educational IQ verbal IQ. The problem
with Negroes is overall an emotional IQ that is barely
above a gorilla. This means that even educated
Negroes who scored well, went to a good college, you
will see them do the most boneheaded things. That is
from an inborn evolutionary lack of self control. In
the Ice Age, the White Race and the Asians developed
Self Control on the Steppes of Asiastic Russia and on
into Europe. You had to conserve energy to survive,
you often were too tired for sex because you worked ie
hunted all your waking hours because in a frozen
wasteland you had no vegetables to eat or gardens to
tend. This shaped our societies today our desire for
delayed gratification, to perform difficult tasks and
the like. That came from living in the tundra of the
Ice Age. Now compare that to Africa and the Torrid
Zone, foods all over the place, you are literally in a
Garden of Eden. Sex and anything you want is at your
finger tips. Now transfer that to today. Do you
understand the difference? A complete evolutionary
lack of emotional IQ which influences the other
numbers as well. A person with high emotional IQ
can control their emotions, master tasks and deals
with difficult situations. A low emotional IQ person
lashes out uncontrollably. I know simplified I am not
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a scientist here

Reply

Falla
November 17, 2013 at 5:10 am

Don’t worry and don’t be sorry you’re not a
scientist.
The scientists and professors are indoctrinated
in judeo-science, and for us enlightened Jew-
wise standing on the mountain of truth, we can
see them rambling for paychecks in a valley of
shadow down there.

Reply

John Smith
November 17, 2013 at 5:36 am

I do not know how many actual West
African Negroes you have in Sweden from
what I have seen your problem seems to
be mostly North Africans Pakis and Arabs.
I have been around Negroes off and on
and my observation is that they have a low
Emotional IQ which leads to the high
crime, murder and rape. Now in Sweden,
your problems are both racial and
ideological. Arabs, Berbers, and South
Asians have their issues but their violence
is largely because of Islam, take away
Islam and alot of the problem disappears.
Negroes on the other hand shout Jesus all
day long and then knife up someone that
night. So one is largely ideological, the
other is just biological
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Joseph
November 17, 2013 at 6:05 am

I disagree its mainly Biological when
it comes to Blacks and arabs, as well
as others. But I don’t think most
these muslim rapist do their crimes
for the sake of allah, also some arabs
do have negro in them as well
remember. Trying to blame things
solely on Ideology is what leftist love
to point fingers too, because its gives
them an excuse that race isn’t
important and its only “cultural
differences” that make us act
differently.

Reply

John Smith
November 17, 2013 at 6:14 am

I think in the case of Arabs you
must remember they are
Semites just like the Jews they
are actually blood wise the first
cousins of the JEWS Arabs
came from Abrahams son
Ishmael and his sons by his
second wife Keturah who
joined with the Southern
Arabians who were the children
of Joktan Abrahams uncle
about four generations before
him. A Semite believes the
world belongs to him so in the
Arab sense it is Ideological,
philosophical and biological.
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Same as the Jew. Unlike the
Negro who is basically an out
of control emotional child, the
Semite is inherently EVIL

8. 
Joseph
November 17, 2013 at 4:40 am

Thanks for sharing this andrew, This is why we
should question everything that comes out of the
Marxist-Mainstream Scientific community, as you can
see they try to block alternative views.
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